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Abstract

It is often necessary to combine objects that were not
designed to work together. These objects may be
databases of facts, programs, hardware or plans. Even
if the objects were intended to be used together, main-
tenvalcc of adherence to their specifications and ensur-
ing the consistency of terminology through time is of-
ten difficult. Each object was developed in a context,
and these contexts differ, either slightly or greatly.
The terminology within each subcontext is likely to be
specialized, and making them work together requires
some generalization.
Wc describe an approach based on our formal theory
of context, the basic papers about which were written
starting in 1993. An umbrella context refers to the
subcontexts as first class objects, raid the basic rela-
tions are ist(c,p), mevafing that the proposition p is
true in the context c. and also value(c, e), designating
the value of the term e in the context c. Besides these
there are lifting formulas that relate the propositions
and tcnns in subcontexts to possibly more general
propositions and terms in the outer context. Subcon-
texts are often specialized with regard to time, place
and terminology.

The goal is that no matter what corners the specialists
paint themselves into, what they do can be lifted out
and used in a more general context..

Introduction

|n this paper we show how the formal theory of context,
as developed in declarative AI, can be used to combine
plans which were produced by different, agents and were
not originally intended t.o be used together.

Formal theory of eo,t.cxt is based on the notion that
an umbrella context can refer to subcontexts as first
class objects. The basic relations are |st(c, p), meaning
that. the proposition p is true in the context, c and also
value(c, c), designating the value of the term c in the
context c. This enables us to write formulas which re-
late the propositions and terms in subcontexts to pos-
sibly more general propositions and terins in the outer
context.

Since it was first introduced in declarative AI as a
possible solution to the problem of generality , (Mc-
Carthy 1987), formal theory of context tins found 
large number of uses in various areas of AI. R. V.
Guha’s doctoral dissertation, (Guha 1991), argues that
without using contexts it would have been virtually
impossible to create and successfully use a knowledge
base the size ofCyc (Guha ~,: Lenat 1990; Lrnat 1995).
The knowledge sharing community has also recognized
the need for explicating context when transferring in-
formation from one agent to another (Patil et al. 1992:
Finin & Mayfield 1995; Knoblock et al. 1995). Cur-
rently, proposals for introducing contexts into agent
communication ia.nguagcs, including the Knowledge
Interchange Format or KI F (Genesereth & Fikes 1992),
are being considered.

Combining objects that were not originally designed
to work together is a common application for theory
of context (McCarthy & Buva~ 1994; Farquhar et al.
1995). These objects may be databases of fazts, pro-
grams or hardware. Even if the objects were intended
to be used together, maintenance of specifications and
terminology is often incomplete. Each object was de-
veloped in a context, and these contexts differ, whether
slightly or greatly. The terminology within each sub-
context is likely to be specialized, attd making t.hem
work together requires some generalization.

The main contribution of this paper is showing that
the existing methods for combining entities can be sim-
ply modified to allow the combining of plans produced
by different planners using different languagcs. The pa-
per is organized as follows. We first giw.~ an overview of
the formM theory of context and list some established
applications of this theory in AI. This is fol]owed by
an exposition of how the theory of context can be used
to combine plans which were not intended to be used
togcther. Finally, we give conclusions and an exten-
sive list of references to relevant work on formalizing
context.
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Features of Context Formalisms

The original proposals for context, (McCarthy 1987;
1993), have influenced a number of researchers to de-
velop logics of context; these include (Shoham 1991;
Guha 1991; Buva~ & Mason 1993; Giunchiglia et al.
1993; Nayak 1994; Attardi & Simi 1995; Buva~, Buva~,
& Mason 1995). Although the logics differ in various
formal points, here is a list of some features which are
shared by most formalizations of context.

1. Contexts are treated as formal objects, i.e. ob-
jects in the semantics which can be denoted by con-
stants in the language and over which variables can
range. Treating contexts as formal objects allows us
to state relations between contexts in the same way we
state relations between any other objects in the logic.
For example, we can define a relation specializes(el, c2)
which holds when context e2 is a specialization of con-
text cl.

2. We introduce a new modality ist which is pro-
nounced "is true". Formulas of the form ist(c, p) are
to be taken as assertions that the proposition p is true
in context c. This allows us to express that, for ex-
ample, John McCarthy is a professor in the context
of Stanford University: ist (Stanford, professor(jmc) 
Note that sentences of the form ist(e, p) can themselves
be true in contexts, e.g. we can have ist(cl, ist(c,p)).
The ist modality also allows us to state lifting axioms-
axioms relating what is true in one context based on
what is true in another context. Lifting axioms are
central for reasoning with multiple contexts; we will
give examples of lifting axioms throughout the follow-
ing sections.

3. All formtllas are stated in some context, so we
write e : ~ when formula ~ is given in context c.
There is no outermost context; it is always possible
to transcend the outermost context so far referred to.
Transcendence is discussed in (McCarthy 1993) but not
used in this paper.

4. In order to capture the intuitive patterns of con-
textual reasoning, the formal system needs to contain
rules for entering and exiting a context. For example,
suppose we have the formula cO : ist(c,p). We can
then enter the context c and infer the formula c : p.
Conversely, if we have the formula c : p we can infer
cO : i,t(c,p) by exiting the context c. We don’t always
want to be explicit about the scquence of all the con-
texts that were entered, but the logic needs to be such
that the system always exits into the context it was in
before entering. The enter and exit operations can be
thought of as being analogous to the push and pop op-
erations on a stack. In the logic presented in (Buva~.,
Buva~, & Mason 1995), the sequence of contexts that
has been entered is always explicitly stated.

5. Besides propositions being true in contexts, we
also need the ability to talk about a value of a term
t in context c, which we will write as value(c, t). For
example, we may need value(c, time), when c is a con-
text that has a time, e.g. a context usable for making
assertions about a particular situation. In (McCarthy

Buva~ 1994), we show how formulas containing the
value function can be treated as abbreviations of for-
mulas containing ist.

The examples in this paper do not commit us to
any particular logic of context, but assume that the
language has the above features.

Applications in AI
In this section we summarize the key examples from
(McCarthy & Buva~ 1994) which motivate the use 
contexts as formal mathematical objects in AI.

1. Conventional linguistic applications like the refer-
ents of pronouns and anaphora are readily treated
by contexts. For example, we need to relate the sur-
geon’s "Scalpel" to the sentence "Please hand me a
number 3 scalpel", cf. (Buva~ 1996).

2. Defining a theory in a way that permits it to be lifted
from a narrow context to a richer outer context.
(McCarthy 1993) discusses lifting a simple theory 
above(z, y) as the transitive closure of on(z, y) to 
outer situation calculus context that uses on(z, y, s)
and above(z, y, s). A key formula of that paper is

c: (wvs)(on(~, y, 0)

.

ist ( context-o/-situation(s), on(z, y) ) 

which relates the three argument situation calculus
predicate on(x, y, s) and the two element predicate
on(x, V) of the specialized theory of on and above.
The use of contexts to implement "microtheories"
in Cyc is described in (Guha 1991). The point 
to allow people entering knowledge about some phe-
nomenon to do it in a limited context, but. leave open
the ability to use the knowledge in a larger context.

Defining a narrow context for a problem and im-
porting facts that permit the problem to be solved
by considering only the set of salient fcatures. For
example, in formulating the wcll known missionar-
ies and cannibals problem a person or program must
takc a numbcr of common sense facts into account,
but ends up with a 32 state search space becausc all
that is relevant in this context is the number of mis-
sionarics, cannibals and boats on cach bank of the
river.
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4. Rdating databa.qes with different conventions.
hnagine that the Airforce and the General Elec-
tric Company [lave databases both of which include
prices for the jet engines that the company sells
the Airforce. Itowever, suppose the databases don’t
agree on what the price covers, e.g. spare parts. We
cart use one context for the Air Force database, an-
other for tile GE database, and a third context that
needs to relate information from both. Our theory
allows formulas that relate what is true in the 3 con-
texts involved.

Combining Planning Languages
[t is often necessary to combine objects that were;
not originally designed to work together. Even if the
objccl.s were intended to be used together, mainte-
nance of ~herence to their specifications and ensur-
ing the consistency of terminology through time is of-
ten difficult. Intuitively, our goal is to ensure that no
matter what corner the designer paints himself into,
what he (lid can be lifted out of it. It has previ-
ously been argued, of. (McCarthy &: Buva6 ]994;
Farquhar et al. 1995), that the formal theory of con-
t~xt. is useful for perrorming such tasks when the ob-
jects which need to be combined are databases of facts
or logical fornmlas. Wc proceed to show how the
methodology extends to combining subplans.

The basic idea is 1.o represent each subplan as thougll
it. was developed in a context. These contexts will dif-
fer, either slightly or greatly. The terrninology within
eeu:h subcontext is likely to be specialized, and making
the plans work roger.her requires some generalization.
For this purpose we use lifting formulas, i.e. formulas
that relate the propositions and terms in subcoiltexts
to propositions and terms in an outer context.

Her(: is an example. Assume that a route planner,
like the route optimization program of the TRAINS
project (Allen ct al. 1995), and a supply planner,
like the transportation scheduh;r developed at Kestrel
(Stair.h, Parra, &, West fold 1995), have been developed
independently by different groups. Given a source and
a destinat.ion, the route planner will find the best route
between these places. It however, has no notion of
which supplies need to l)e transported and uo notion
of time. The supply planner keeps track of the sup-
plies of some economic system and informs us which
supplies need to be moved at any given time. We as-
sume that the supply planner has no knowledge about
the routes that the supplies need to travel to reach
their destination.

To fill in a work order we need to integrate the in-
forination produced by the snpply planner with that
of [.he route planner. Assume that the supply planner
produces
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suppl~.l_plarmer : tmnsport( equipm.eut l , (2)

Rome, 1116195, Frankfurt, I./20/96)

informing us that equipment1 needs to be trans-
ported from Rome Air Force base in New York on
11/6/95, to Frankfurt on 1/20/96. The context con-
stant supply_planner denotes the context in which sup-
ply planner operates and reports its results. Now as-
sume that the route planner tells us that the best rout~’
from Rome to Frankfurt is via New York (Jity (NYC).
This is represented in the context of the route planner,
route_planner, by stating

route_planner: [Rom.c, NYC, Frankfurt] = (3)

route( Rome, Frankfurt).

Note that route is a fimction returning a list which
encodes the best route. Integrating this information
inside the problem solving context, ps, we get

ps : transport(equipment1, [Rome, N)"C: (4)

Fra,,kfurt], 1116195, 1120196)

stating that cquipmentl needs to be transported by
the route Rome-NYC-Frankfllrt departing on 1 I/6/95
and arriving on 1/20/96. This information ran now
bc entered into the work order. Note that the same
predicate symbol, t.mnsport, is used in different ways
in two different contexts: its arity and its arguments
are different in the supply_planner context and in the
ps context.

The context formalism enables us to capture this
style of reasoning in logic. We writer lifting axioms
which describe how the information from different con-
texts can be integrated. In the above example the lift-
ing formula is

ps : (V-,:)(Vli)(Vt’Z)(Vd])(Vd2) (5)

ist( supply_planncr, lTru~sporl( x, 11, dl , 12. d2)) --+

transport(x, ~,alue( route_planner, route(l 12)), dl, d2).

If the formula tmnsport(x, ll,dl,12,d2) is true in
the context of the supply plaamer, then the formula
transport(x, value( ~oute_planner, route( l l 12)), dl , d2
holds in the problem solving context. Intuitively, for-
mula 5 expresses that if the supply planner states
that sonic items x need to be transported leav-
ing 11 on dl and arriving to 12 on d2, and if
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value(route_planner, raute(ll,12)) is reported by the
route planner as the best route from 11 to 12, then the
information which can be entered into the work order is
transport(x, value(route_planner, route( l l , / 2 ) dl, d2).
In other words, formula 5 specifies the integrating of
a plan which involves the notions of time and supplies
produced by the supply planner with the details involv-
ing a route produced the route planner. The lifting ax-
iom 5 allows us to derive the plan given by formula 4 in
the problem solving context ps from the plans given by
formulas 2 and 3 in the contexts of their corresponding
planners.

A term with a definite meaning in one context of-
ten needs translation when used in another context.
Thus Rome may mean Rome NY in a data base of
US Air Force bases but needs translation when a for-
mula is lifted to a context of worldwide geography.
Lifting formulas similar to 5 can be used to do this
type of translation, cf. (McCarthy & Buva~ 1994;
Buva~ & Fikes 1995).

Discharging Kindness Assumptions

Any plan produced from the lifting axiom 5 makes nu-
merous assumptions. For example, it assumes that the
shortest path will always get the cargo to its desti-
nation on time. Although this assumption is usually
valid, we can imagine a scenario in which an urgent de-
livery will need to take a longer route in order to get to
its destination on time. We thus need to consider the
timeliness of a path in scenarios which involve urgent
deliveries.

In robotics, assumptions of this sort are commonly
called kindness assumptions, of. (Nourbakhsh & Gene-
sereth 1996), because they amount to assuming that
the world is kind, i.e. that things will turn out in our
favor most of the time. Kindness assumptions are a
useful tool and are comnmnly made both when con-
structing and integrating plans. They allow us to fo-
cus on the aspects of a plan that seem to be relevant
to the problem at hand and to disregard details which
we assume will hold for that particular problem class.
However, whenever kindness assumptions are made it
is important to have a mechanism which enables us
to discharge such assumptions and reason about their
validity in cases when it is unclear whether they hold.
The context formalisms enables us to do this in the
framework of logic.

Assume that after deriving the plan in fornmla 4 (by
integrating the plans from the route and supply plan-
ning contexts) we realize that the delivery is needed ur-
gently. At this point our goal is to discharge the time-
liness assumption and take the proposed path through
NYC only if it gets equipmentl to Frankfurt on time.

The desired plan, which is given in an urgent problem
solving context ps_urgent, is thus

ps_urgent : timely_route(11/6/95, 1/20/96, (6)

[Rome, NY C, Frankfurt])) 

transport{ equipment1,

[Rome, NYC, Frankfurt], 1116195, 1120196)

where deciding whether timely_route holds will involve
looking up airplane schedules and local delivery facil-
ities in some data base. We are assuming that condi-
tional plans, like formula 6, can be represented by the
system. In the general case, formula 6 follows from
formula 4 and the lifting axiom

ps_urgent : (Vz)(Vr)(Vdl)(Vd2) (7)

ist(ps, transport(x, r, dl, d2)) --~

timely_route(d1, d2, r) --+ transport(z, r, dl, d2).

In some planning instances we will want to consider
the timeliness issues at the very outset. We can avoid
using the original problem solving context ps by infer-
ring a lifting theorem which integrates a plan from the
route planner and a plan from the supply planner to
directly produce a plan in ps_urgent

ps_urgent: (Vx)(Vr)(Vll)(Vl2){Vdl)(Vd2) 18)

( ist( supply_planner, transport(x, ll, 12, dl, d2 ) 

timely_raute( dl, d2, value(route_planner, route( ll, 12)))) 

transport(x, value( route_planner, route(ll, 12)), dl. d2)

Formula 8 logically follows from the lifting axioms
given in formula 5 and formula 7.

Conclusion
Integrating plans which were not originally designed to
be used together is a task that frequently comes up in
real world applications. However, this task is typically
performed by humans. Contexts enable us to formalize
this style of reasoning, thus providing a logical basis
for developing computer programs which will be able
to mechanically integrate plans produced by different
systems.
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